The interdependent contributions of gravitational and structural features to perfusion distribution in a multiscale model of the pulmonary circulation
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Clark AR, Tawhai MH, Hoffman EA, Burrowes KS. The interdependent contributions of gravitational and structural features to perfusion distribution in a multiscale model of the pulmonary circulation. J Appl Physiol 110: 943–955, 2011. First published February 3, 2011; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00775.2010.—Recent experimental and imaging studies suggest that the influence of gravity on the measured distribution of blood flow in the lung is largely through deformation of the parenchymal tissue. To study the contribution of hydrostatic effects to regional perfusion in the presence of tissue deformation, we have developed an anatomically structured computational model of the pulmonary circulation (arteries, capillaries, veins), coupled to a continuum model of tissue deformation, and including scale-appropriate fluid dynamics for blood flow in each vessel type. The model demonstrates that both structural and the multiple effects of gravity on the pulmonary circulation make a distinct contribution to the distribution of blood. It shows that postural differences in perfusion gradients can be explained by the combined effect of tissue deformation and extra-acinar blood vessel resistance to flow in the dependent tissue. However, gravitational perfusion gradients persist when the effect of tissue deformation is eliminated, highlighting the importance of the hydrostatic effects of gravity on blood distribution in the pulmonary circulation. Coupling of large- and small-scale models reveals variation in microcirculatory driving pressures within isogravitational planes due to extra-acinar vessel resistance. Variation in driving pressures is due to heterogeneous large-vessel resistance as a consequence of geometric asymmetry in the vascular trees and is amplified by the complex balance of pressures, distension, and flow at the microcirculatory level.

the human lung, whether the hydrostatic pressure gradient makes a quantifiable contribution, and whether the balance of pressures at the microcirculatory level remains a significant feature in the presence of other mechanisms of gravitational origin. This modeling framework builds on our laboratory’s previous work (7, 8, 11, 13) by coupling anatomically based preacinar geometries (representing the largest pulmonary arteries and veins) with a recently developed “ladder” model of perfusion in the pulmonary acinus (14), which represents the capillaries as sheets (18) and includes intra-acinar vessels.

METHODS

Model Geometry

The model geometry presented here is anatomically based, in that it captures aspects of the branching asymmetry of the extra-acinar pulmonary blood vessels and the spatial relationship between blood vessels and lung parenchymal tissue. It is subject specific to the extent that it describes the lung shape, the distribution of the largest blood vessels, and the regional tissue density (vessels and lung parenchymal tissue). It is subject specific to the extent it captures aspects of the branching asymmetry of the extra-acinar vascular tree.

Preacinar geometries (representing the largest pulmonary arteries and veins) were modeled using a deterministic, primarily geometric-modeling approach, as described in previous work (7, 8, 11, 13) by coupling anatomically based models of the lung surface, central airways, and the largest pulmonary arteries and veins (49). Details of these models are given by Clark et al. (14). Conventional Strahler ordering was used to assign an order (the Strahler diameter ratio $S$) measured from multirow detector computed tomography (MDCT) data in an individual. Where subject-specific data are not available from MDCT data, the modeling methodology aims to capture a structure that corresponds as closely as possible to published data in human subjects.

The geometry of the lung surface, central airways, and the largest pulmonary arteries and veins were derived from MDCT data. MDCT data were acquired at the University of Iowa Comprehensive Lung Imaging Center within the framework of the human lung atlas database (32, 33). The human lung atlas contains image data for human subjects spanning 4 decades of age range. Imaging of all subjects in the database has been approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board and Radiation Safety Committees. Lung volume was controlled by a custom-built (University of Iowa) pneumotachometer-based lung volume control device. Images were acquired using a Siemens Sensation 64 MDCT scanner. The images used in the present study were from a healthy man (age: 25 yr, weight: 90.9 kg, height: 1.90 m) and consisted of a spiral scan of the full lung in the supine posture with inflation level held at 95% vital capacity (assumed here to be representative of total lung capacity (TLC)) and at functional residual capacity (FRC). Scan parameters were: 120 kV, 100 mAs, a pitch of 1.2, slice width 0.6 mm, and slice interval 0.6 mm. Lung volumes for this subject measured in the seated position were 4.47 and 8.47 liters at FRC and TLC, respectively. This is the same subject used in the modeling studies of Tawhai et al. (53) and Burrowes and Tawhai (13).

Large (extra-acinar) blood vessels. Each extra-acinar blood vessel was defined using a one-dimensional (1D) finite element, representing its centerline plus a numeric value for its unstrained (zero transmural pressure $P_{tm}$) radius. Therefore, a blood vessel (or vessel segment) is described by a vector (its centerline), which places it spatially within the lung structure, and its radius. The vector representing the vessel centerline is defined to be in the direction of flow and so begins at the inlet to each vessel and ends at the vessel outlet. This 1D approach assumes vessels to be approximately cylindrical when unstrained, which differs from a three-dimensional (3D) approach, which explicitly describes the volume of each vessel. Although 3D models provide an accurate description of fluid transport, they are not considered here, as they are computationally intensive and are currently not able to describe perfusion in a whole lung structure.

The geometries of the large arteries and veins were modeled using a combination of MDCT data and computational algorithms, as described in detail in Refs. 8, 52, and 53. The centerlines of the largest blood vessels (main, left, and right pulmonary arteries) were manually segmented from the subject’s MDCT data. Each of these blood vessels was represented in the model by multiple 1D finite elements, which reflect the spatial distribution and curvature of the large blood vessels.

Automated image segmentation methods are not yet capable of reliable separation of, and differentiation between, the pulmonary arteries and veins. Because of this constraint, the (subject-specific) centerlines of the central airways obtained from MDCT data were used to construct approximately four generations of the arterial and venous trees distal to the left and right pulmonary arteries and veins. Using the airway tree to construct the blood vessel geometry at this level is a reasonable approximation, as the airways and blood vessels have very similar lengths and orientations: the pulmonary arteries closely follow the airways, and the veins divide at the midpoint between neighboring airway bifurcations (56). This airway centerline data plus the centerline data of the main, left, and right pulmonary vessels provided a 1D finite-element description of the pulmonary blood vessels down to generations 6–9.

Finally, the 1D finite-element tree obtained from MDCT data, as described above, was used as an initial condition for generating a tree structure within the subject’s lung volume. The methodology for obtaining volumetric meshes from MDCT data, as well as the detail of the volume-filling algorithm used to create the tree structure, are given in previous studies (8, 52). The branching algorithm is deterministic and designed to generate a branching structure that matches as closely as possible morphometric data on vessel lengths and branching angles (see Refs. 8 and 52 for details). The imaged lung volume (including tissue and air) and the seed point density of acinar units [~30,000 acini (30)] in the lung are input parameters. The blood vessel models were generated to represent all accompanying (non-supernumerary) arteries and veins, down to the level of the vessels that accompany the terminal bronchiole in the airway tree (that is, each terminal vessel supplies a single acinus) with each artery and vein represented by a single 1D finite element.

Small (intra-acinar) blood vessels. Each acinar circulatory “unit” is subtended by a single artery and a single vein that accompany a unique terminal bronchiole. Within each unit, the intra-acinar arterioles and venules were explicitly represented, with nine symmetric bifurcations of each type of vessel included in the model (30). These intra-acinar vessels were assumed to be joined at each generation by a capillary bed that covers the alveoli present at that generation, forming a “ladder-like” structure, as previously described by Clark et al. (14).

The capillary bed was represented using the lumped parameter “sheet-flow” model, developed by Fung and Sobin (18). The blood pressure at the midpoint of each arteriolar and venule generation was assumed to be a good approximation to the average pressures into and out of pre- and postcapillary vessels arising from this generation. The midpoint of each arteriolar branch was joined to its corresponding venule branch by a capillary sheet, where each connection represents the capillary bed over multiple alveoli (with ~10–15 alveoli per sheet) and may have several feeding precapillary vessels; the small precapillary vessels that do not follow the branching structure of the larger arteriolar and venule subunits were treated as simplifications of the capillary vessels incorporated into the capillary sheet for modeling purposes. Detail of this intra-acinar model is given by Clark et al. (14).

Vessel dimensions. The diameters of the left pulmonary artery (14.80 mm) and right pulmonary vein (12.97 mm) were assigned based on measurements made by Huang et al. (39) at zero $P_{tm}$ and close to TLC. These diameters were used to assign the same order of vessel in other morphometric studies (36, 50). All other arterioles and veins down to the level of the acinus were assigned diameters based on the constant rate of increase in diameter with vessel order (the Strahler diameter ratio $S$). Conventional Strahler ordering was used to classify vessels in the model (36, 50), with each peripheral vessel (distal-most arteriole or venule) defined as order 1, and a parent vessel being the same order as the child branch of the highest order, or else order one higher than two child branches of the same order.

As a range of values for $R_{ps}$ exist in the literature, $R_{ps}$ for the arteries and veins were treated as fit parameters, such that the model gave physiologically realistic predictions for pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) in the supine posture at FRC. The fitted $R_{ps}$
were 1.53 in the arterial tree and 1.54 in the venous tree. This compares with 1.56 ± 0.02 (arteries) and 1.58 ± 0.06 (veins) calculated from the raw human data of Ref. 39 (where diameter-defined Strahler ordering was used), and 1.56 ± 0.09 (arteries) and 1.61 ± 0.13 (veins) calculated from the raw human data of Refs. 36 and 50 (where conventional Strahler ordering was used).

In the absence of data providing diameter information per generation within the acinus, the diameters of intra-acinar arterioles and venules were assumed to decrease linearly with generation from the diameter value at the level of the terminal bronchiole to the level of Strahler order 1 arterioles and venules, as measured by Huang et al. (39) (0.020 and 0.018 mm, respectively). Similarly, the lengths of intra-acinar vessels were assumed to decrease linearly with generation from the length value in the generated large vessel tree to the level of Strahler order 1 arterioles and venules, as measured by Huang et al. (0.22 and 0.13 mm, respectively).

Tissue Deformation

The extra- and intra-acinar vessels are affected differently by lung inflation (37). Extra-acinar vessels, which are embedded within and tethered to the parenchymal tissue, are distended axially and radially on inflation, resulting in a decrease in resistance. In contrast, alveolar vessels wrap over the surface of the alveoli; therefore, during inflation, they are stretched axially but compressed radially. This leads to an increase in resistance in the vessels on inflation. These opposing effects result in a minimum for PVR at approximately FRC and increasing resistance for larger or smaller lung volumes (54). As imaging data and reference vessel dimensions were obtained at, or close to, TLC volume, the effect of deflation from TLC to FRC was approximated, as described below.

Finite deformation elasticity. The extra-acinar vascular models were coupled to a soft tissue mechanics model, which calculates local volume changes of the lung due to gravity and lung expansion (13, 53). In brief, the soft tissue mechanics model assumes the lung-air matrix to be a compressible, nonlinearly elastic continuum with homogeneous and isotropic material properties. The lung is free to slide within a rigid “pleural” body. Contact between the surfaces of the lung and pleural body are enforced using frictionless contact constraints.

To represent different postures and volumes, deformation of the lung was predicted using the soft tissue mechanics model, for a change in volume of the pleural body from FRC to TLC under a given direction of gravity. The vascular model was embedded within the lung volume and deformed with the tissue. The distribution of $p_a$ (including all lung tissue, blood, and extravascular water), elastic recoil pressures ($p_e$), and deformation of the arterial and venous meshes were then calculated. At FRC, the $p_a$ (validated against MDCT data) and $p_e$ distributions are gravitationally dependent with the largest variation in each occurring in the supine position (compared with prone and upright). These distributions are discussed in detail in previous publications (13, 53).

Coupling tissue mechanics to blood flow. The effect of axial and radial tissue tethering to extra-acinar blood vessels was incorporated into the model, as described in detail by Ref. 13. A “stretch factor” ($\lambda$), the ratio of deformed to TLC length) was calculated for each vessel based on the deformation of the mechanics model. Vessel length ($L$) and diameter ($D_0$) were then defined using

$$L = \lambda L^*, \quad D_0 = D^*_0 \sqrt{\frac{1}{\lambda}}$$

where $L^*$ is the vessel length at TLC, and $D^*_0$ is the unstretched vessel diameter at TLC. This assumes conservation of blood volume between TLC and FRC in the extra-acinar vessels. The MDCT data for this subject show a marginal (3.6%) decrease in total tissue (including blood) volume between TLC and FRC. If this difference were entirely due to a decrease in blood volume (spread evenly between all vessels), it would result in a 1.8% increase in the stretch factor compared with when conservation of blood volume is assumed.

The mean decrease in tissue volume between TLC and FRC over 43 normal subjects from the human lung atlas database was 2.9% (standard deviation 5.7%; several subjects showed an increase in tissue volume). This mean value would result in a 1.5% increase in the stretch factor, which does not significantly affect results.

Radial deformation of the extracapillary (both extra- and intra-acinar) blood vessels was also related to $P_{tm}$ by an approximately linear relationship

$$\frac{D}{D_0} = \alpha P_{tm} + 1$$

where $D$ is the strained vessel diameter, and $\alpha$ is a compliance constant (42). It was assumed that the tethering pressure acting radially on a blood vessel was equal and opposite to the local $p_e$, and so, in these large blood vessels, $P_{tm} \approx p_e - p_a$ (where $p_a$ is the average blood pressure across the length of the vessel). Equation 1 also holds for the acinar arterioles and venules. However, in the smallest arterioles and venules (with diameter <200 µm), the dominant pressure acting extraneously to the blood vessel is likely to be alveolar pressure ($p_A$), and so in these vessels $P_{tm} \approx p_e - p_A$ was used (60).

The thickness of the capillary sheet ($H$) can be expressed via an equation similar to Equation 1 as

$$\frac{H}{H_0} = \alpha P_{tm} + 1$$

where $H_0$ is the unstrained capillary sheet thickness, $\alpha$ is a compliance constant for the capillary sheet, and $P_{tm} \approx p_e - p_A$ (17). Equations 1 and 2 were assumed to be valid up to a maximum $P_{tm}$ of 32 cmH$_2$O (3.1 kPa) (51), beyond which the vessel was assumed to be maximally extended in the radial direction.

On inflation, alveoli become expanded, causing the capillaries to lengthen. This lengthening results in an effective reduction in capillary compliance ($\alpha_C$) with increasing transpulmonary pressure ($P_{tp}$). Glazier et al. (21) measured capillary sheet height and compliance in dog lungs at two different lung volumes roughly equivalent to FRC ($\alpha_C = 0.122 \mu m/cmH_2O$, $P_{tp} = 4 \mu mH_2O$) and TLC ($\alpha_C = 0.079 \mu m/cmH_2O$, $P_{tp} = 25 \mu mH_2O$). Here we assumed that $\alpha_C$ is a linear function of $P_{tp}$

$$\alpha_C(P_{tp}) = a + bP_{tp}$$

where $a$ and $b$ are constants, and $P_{tp}$ is assumed to be equal and opposite to local $p_e$. The constants $a$ and $b$ are first calculated for dogs from the data of Glazier et al. (21) [$a = 0.130 \mu m/cmH_2O$ and $b = -2.04 \times 10^{-3} \mu m/cmH_2O^2$]. Then, using a measured value for $\alpha_C$ in humans of 0.127 µm/cmH$_2$O (16) and assuming that this value was attained midway between FRC and TLC ($P_{tp} = 14.5 \mu mH_2O$), the constants were scaled to be $a = 0.165 \mu m/cmH_2O$ and $b = -2.58 \times 10^{-3} \mu m/cmH_2O^2$.

Blood Flow Models

Blood flow in each element of the model geometry was calculated depending on the “vessel type” classification of the vessel in question (artery, vein, arteriole, venule, or capillary).

Blood flow in the extra-acinar vessels was described by a Poiseuille equation incorporating the effect of gravity acting on the blood in the direction of the vessel centerline. Thus flow in an artery or vein was described by

$$\Delta P = \frac{128 \mu L}{\pi D^4} Q + p_b g L \cos \Theta$$

where $\Delta P$ is the pressure drop along the vessel, $\mu$ is the viscosity of blood in the vessel, $Q$ is the volumetric blood flow rate, $p_b$ is the blood
density in the vessel, \( g \) represents gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s²), and \( \Theta \) is the angle that the vector along the centerline of the blood vessel makes with the direction of gravity. The gravity vector is oriented either along the dorsoventral axis (prone and supine postures) or the craniocaudal axis (upright). This 1D model assumes that flow dominates along the centerline of the vessel.

The length of acinar arterioles and venules was assumed to be sufficiently small that the effect of gravity on these vessels was negligible. Therefore, flow in the arterioles and venules was described by Poiseuille’s equation

\[
\Delta P = \frac{128 \mu L}{\pi D^4} Q
\]  
(4)

Finally, blood flow in a capillary sheet is described using the sheet flow model of Fung and Sobin (18)

\[
Q = \frac{SA}{\mu_c \ell_c} \int H^2 dP_{tm}
\]  
(5)

where \( S \) is the proportion of alveolar surface area comprised of capillaries, \( A \) is alveolar surface area, \( \mu_c \) is the apparent viscosity of blood in the capillaries, \( f \) is a numerical friction factor, and \( \ell_c \) is the average pathlength from an arteriole to a venule through the capillary network. Explicit calculation of the integral term in this equation is given in Appendix A of Ref. 14.

**Capillary Recruitment**

Classic sheet flow theory accounts for recruitment of capillary blood volume via vessel distension (a pressure-dependent sheet height) plus direct recruitment of blood vessels (on a septa-by-septa basis) when transitioning from West’s zone 2 conditions: when venous blood pressure is lower than alveolar air pressure. In this case, Fung and Yen (19) proposed a scaling of capillary surface area under zone 2 conditions, which was dependent on venous side Ptm. This scaling is described in detail in Ref. 14 and relies on cat data for its parameterization.

In addition to zone 2 conditions, there is a substantial portion of the capillary bed that is unperfused under normal respiratory conditions. The mechanism of this is unclear, although it has been proposed that some capillaries have a higher opening pressure than others (43). Using anatomic estimates for capillary surface area (the product \( SA \) in Eq. 5) would overestimate capillary volume and not allow for a reserve capillary capacity when the lung is under stress; this was not accounted for in the sheet flow model. Therefore, a simple model of capillary recruitment under normal flow (zone 3) conditions was incorporated; to be compatible with sheet flow theory, this model assumes that capillary vessels are recruited regionally on a spatial scale that incorporates multiple capillary vessels (so recruitment is not vessel by vessel). This certainly occurs at low positive airway pressure, is apparently dependent on lung inflation, and is not conclusively known (28, 55).

Godbey et al. (28) measured the percentage of capillary pathways perfused in five dog lungs with intact thorax, perfused over a range of capillary pressures (Fig. 2 in that study). The data from that study obtained at zero airway pressure was used, and the proportion of capillary bed perfused (\( P_{cap} \)) is assumed to be a function of the form

\[
P_{cap} = 1 - F_{rec} \exp\left(-\frac{P_{cap}^2}{\sigma_{rec}^2}\right)
\]  
(6)

where \( P_{cap} \) is capillary blood pressure (here taken to be the average of arterial and venous side blood pressure). The constants \( F_{rec} \) and \( \sigma_{rec} \) were fitted to the raw data of Ref. 28 using the method of least squares, resulting in \( F_{rec} = 0.65 \) and \( \sigma_{rec} = 22.7 \) cmH₂O (2.23 kPa). The capillary surface area in Eq. 5 was scaled by \( P_{cap} \) in the flow and pressure calculations. As zero airway pressure data were used to fit the parameters of Eq. 6, this equation may not be valid for applications such as the modeling of perfusion during positive end-expiratory pressure ventilation, when \( P_a \) may differ considerably from zero.

**Model Solution**

An initial estimate was made for the resistance terms in Eqs. 3, 4, and 5 for each vessel within the pulmonary circuit. These equations, along with conservation of mass at each bifurcation (that is \( \sum Q = 0 \) at each bifurcation) form a linear system that was solved to predict the \( Q \) and \( P_b \) distribution throughout the full network. Vessel diameters, capillary heights, and capillary surface area were then updated using Eqs. 1, 2, and 6 and the solution for \( P_b \). These updated vessel dimensions were used to update the resistance terms in Eqs. 3, 4, and 5. This process was repeated iteratively until convergence was achieved. The convergence criterion was that the sum of squared differences for all values of \( Q, P_b, \) and \( D \) was \( < 10^{-8} \).

In this study, a flow boundary condition into the inlet artery (cardiac output) of 5 l/min was imposed along with a left atrial pressure of 5 mmHg (6.67 kPa). This allowed calculation of pulmonary artery pressure and PVR. Model solutions were obtained at FRC in each of the prone, supine, and upright postures.

**Calculation of Perfusion Gradients and Solution Analysis**

Calculation of perfusion gradients and coefficients of variation [COVs; equivalent to relative dispersion (RD)] varies considerably in experimental studies, and the values of these measures depend on the method of image processing and analysis employed in the study (i.e., image resolution, edge exclusion criteria, etc.). Here we calculated perfusion gradients and COVs on both a per-voxel and a per-acinus basis.

**Per-voxel analysis.** For per-voxel analyses, the lung was divided into a number of equally sized cubes (or voxels) of 1 cm³. Flows to acini within each voxel were then summed before calculation of gradients and COVs. Voxels were omitted from analysis if they lay on the surface of the lung and were only partially filled with lung tissue (edges were excluded). If a finite element representing an acinus lay on the boundary between voxels, it was assigned to only one of the voxels. This analysis technique aims to mimic imaging measures using radiolabeled macroaggregates that become lodged in the small blood vessels that comprise the parenchymal tissue (46). A per-voxel analysis mimicking image-based voxel measurements, such as functional MRI, that included all blood vessels (as well as acinar units) was also carried out, as detailed in the appendix. An example of this type of study is that of Prisk et al. (48), although the results presented here are only directly comparable to the results in that study, which do not include a density normalization. Results from this additional analysis differ only slightly from the results we present in Fig. 1 (discussed below).

**Per-acinus analysis.** The model described here predicts a blood flow rate into each distinct acinar unit. Using the spatial location of each acinar unit, a per tissue unit volume description of blood flow gradients and COVs are obtained. This illustrates the regional distribution of blood flow that would be obtained if every acinar unit in the model were adjusted to an identical unstressed volume. All acinar units are included in this analysis as an individual data point, including those acinar units near the edge of the lung. This provides results that are comparable to blood flow measurements made in animals using microsphere injection, where intravascular microsphere deposition is normalized by blood-free dried tissue weight (25).

In each of the per-voxel and per-acinus analyses, gradients of blood flow with respect to gravitational height were calculated using a linear regression analysis. Flow in each voxel (or acinus) was regressed against gravitational height. The COV (overall standard deviation divided by the mean flow) was calculated as a measure of flow heterogeneity. Here the mean flow was calculated as the sum of the flow through all voxels (or acini) divided by the number of voxels (or acini).
the number of acini in that voxel provides a density normalized approximation. Perfusion gradients normalized in this manner and calculated with progressively smaller voxel sizes tend to the gradients calculated on a per-acinus basis. Therefore, the per-acinus analysis included here provides prediction of density-normalized perfusion (Table 1, columns 6 and 7).

Variability in perfusion with gravitational height in the supine posture at FRC is illustrated in Fig. 1 using both the per-voxel and per-acinus analysis techniques described above. The mean and standard deviation of blood flow calculated within 10-mm isogravitational slices is shown. Here the mean flow was calculated as the sum of the flow through all voxels (acini) divided by the number of voxels (acini). The model predicts a heterogeneous perfusion distribution within isogravitational slices [as illustrated by the error bars (±SD) in Fig. 1], increasing blood flow down most of the gravitational height of the lung, and a section of decreasing flow in the most gravitationally dependent lung region (classified as “zone 4” flow).

Figure 2 compares mean flow in 10-mm-thick slices of the lung in each of the prone, supine, and upright postures obtained via per-voxel and per-acinus analysis. On a per-acinus basis (so with density normalization), the change in flow with gravitational height in nonzone 4 regions is almost identical for each posture (Fig. 2B). Without density normalization (the per-voxel analysis, Fig. 2A), there is still considerable similarity between gradients, but this similarity is less evident than in the per-acinus analysis.

The presence of zone 4 and the relative size of this region in each posture skews predicted flow gradients. Therefore, perfusion gradients were recalculated on a per-acinus basis (so effectively density normalized) and excluding zone 4. Zone 4 was excluded by removal of acini in the lower 15% of the lung height (with respect to gravity) so that the acini that lie in the most dependent region of lung tissue are excluded from analysis. The per-acinus perfusion gradients excluding zone 4 were $-7.78$, $-7.59$, and $-7.57\%$/cm in the prone, supine, and upright postures, respectively. These values are remarkably similar compared with the gradients for each posture in Table 1, suggesting that differences between perfusion gradients in different postures, although not the gradients themselves, can be eliminated by density normalization and removal of zone 4 regions.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, perfusion is heterogeneous within isogravitational slices of the lung. In the model, this heterogeneity is consistent with heterogeneity in acinar-level driving pressures. Figure 3 shows the blood pressure drop that occurs across the acinus plotted against gravitational height (Fig. 3A), and upstream (arterial) resistance plotted against the pressure variation; N/A, not applicable. PAP values are given in kPa (with mmHg values in parentheses). G and COV are calculated using each of the common analysis techniques described in the main text of this paper.

**Table 1. Model predictions of PAP, PVR, G (including zone 4 regions), and COV in each posture at FRC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Mean PAP, kPa (mmHg)</th>
<th>PVR, dyn·s·cm⁻¹</th>
<th>G, %/cm ($R^2$)</th>
<th>COV, %</th>
<th>G, %/cm ($R^2$)</th>
<th>COV, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>2.43 (18.2)</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>-11.7 ($R^2 = 0.46$)</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>-7.91 ($R^2 = 0.71$)</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prone</td>
<td>2.24 (16.8)</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>-10.0 ($R^2 = 0.37$)</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>-8.14 ($R^2 = 0.74$)</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upright</td>
<td>2.10 (15.8)</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>-5.19 ($R^2 = 0.27$)</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>-7.76 ($R^2 = 0.82$)</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature values</td>
<td>2.00 (15)</td>
<td>$&lt;$240 (Ref. 49)</td>
<td>-1.1 to -11 (Refs. 3, 35, 45, 46, 48)</td>
<td>69–78 (Refs. 35, 48)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRC, functional residual capacity; PAP, pulmonary arterial pressure; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance; G, perfusion gradients; COV, coefficient of variation; N/A, not applicable. PAP values are given in kPa (with mmHg values in parentheses). G and COV are calculated using each of the common analysis techniques described in the main text of this paper.
The pressure drop across the acinus (Fig. 3B) in the supine posture. There is a clear (close to linear) relationship between upstream resistance and acinar driving pressure across postures, with gradients of $-0.03$, $-0.03$, and $-0.04$ mm$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$ and $R^2 = 0.85$, 0.85, and 0.89 in the prone, supine, and upright postures, respectively. The resistance upstream from the acinus has a major influence on the acinar driving pressure. This is a consequence of the anatomic branching structure, which results in variable pathlengths from the main pulmonary artery to the gas exchange surface.

Table 1 shows that predicted COVs are lower when calculated on a per-acinus basis than on a per-voxel basis. Calculating COV on a per-voxel basis with approximately acinus-sized voxels (~140 mm$^3$) results in values of 69.7, 69.6, and 65.6% in the supine, prone, and upright postures, respectively. It is expected that the COV calculated on a per-acinus basis will be lower than that calculated on a per-voxel basis: even when voxels are approximately the size of an acinus, some will contain more acini than others (due to the nonuniform distribution of acini within the lung), and so heterogeneity between voxels will be higher than between individual acini. Although edge voxels were omitted from analysis, voxels that contain several large blood vessels and so fewer acini were not. This means that, over the whole lung, the COV of the number of acini per voxel is 37%, which provides a possible explanation for the observed difference. Figure 4 shows the logarithm of COV calculated on a per-voxel basis plotted as a function of the logarithm of voxel size. This model prediction is comparable to data obtained from dog lungs (27), also shown in Fig. 4. Model predictions and experimental data show COV increasing with decreasing voxel size over most of the range of voxel sizes considered, and the log-log relationship is approximately linear within this range.

A sensitivity analysis for model parameters is given in Table 2. Model predictions of PVR are most sensitive to parameters relating to vessel dimension; that is, vessel radius and compliance. It is clear that any change in vessel compliance (e.g., due to lung disease) or vessel constriction and dilation would have a significant effect on PVR and blood flow distribution. Although PVR is sensitive to inlet vessel radii, it should be noted that, following the simulations, the strained radii of the largest pulmonary vessels were compared with the computed tomography (CT) images of the subject in question and matched well.

Fig. 3. A: the pressure drop (Pdrop) across each acinus averaged within 10-mm isogravitational planes and plotted as a function of percentage of gravitational height. Each Pdrop is divided by the mean Pdrop across all acini, and error bars represent 1 SD within isogravitational planes. B: the Pdrop across each acinus plotted as a function of upstream (preacinar, arterial) resistance (Pa·s$^{-1}$·mm$^{-3}$). Again, each Pdrop is divided by the mean Pdrop across all acini, and error bars represent 1 SD in the resistance. Results are shown at FRC in the supine posture.
flow in the peripheral lung, where longer pathlengths exist. The branching structure is also responsible for regions of reduced flow in the capillary model; and a substantial perfusion gradient when flow is not normalized by \( \rho_i \) (the per-voxel results in Table 3) and density normalized (per-acinus results) are more similar to 0-G simulations.

**DISCUSSION**

We have developed a model of pulmonary blood flow coupled to soft tissue mechanics that is anatomically based and includes the full accompanying pulmonary circuit (arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules, and veins). The model confirms the importance of gravity acting to deform tissue on the magnitude of pulmonary perfusion gradients and observed postural differences between gradients, it shows that the hydrostatic effect of gravity on blood is significant in the development of perfusion gradients, and it accounts for heterogeneity in pulmonary perfusion due to asymmetry in vascular structure.

This model further develops previous modeling attempts designed to investigate perfusion heterogeneity and the influence of gravity on pulmonary perfusion (7, 9, 10, 13), which consider perfusion only in large-vessel structures and rely on assumed blood pressure distributions at the acinar level. This model requires boundary conditions to be specified only at the heart and allows investigation into the influence of both gravity and blood vessel structure on acinar level driving pressures that has not previously been possible via computational modeling. The coupling of models describing the microcirculation with an anatomically based large-vessel structure enables application of readily measurable pressure and/or flow boundary conditions at the heart rather than at the microcirculatory level, as previous anatomically based models have been constrained to do (7, 8, 11, 13).

The modeling approach here includes certain subject-specific features of the lung anatomy and fluid dynamics for the transport of blood, as previously described in the literature. It simultaneously includes a model for the effect of gravity acting on the weight of the lung tissue. Although the model includes subject-specific geometry, its function is designed as a general representation of human lung physiology rather than an attempt to mimic function in the specific individual.

**Model Consistency with Measured Physiological Parameters**

PVR. The \( R_P S \) values that were used to define the diameters of the majority of the arteries and veins were fitted such that the baseline PVR (supine, at FRC) was physiologically reasonable [\(<240 \text{ dyn·s·cm}^{-2} \) in healthy individuals (49)]. The model also predicts physiologically reasonable values for PVR at FRC in the prone and upright postures in the single subject considered (Table 1). The predicted PVR increases with lung volume; following inflation from FRC to TLC in the supine posture, the model prediction for PVR increases by 24%. The sensitivity analysis shows small increases in PVR with a 10% increase or decrease in lung volume from FRC. This is consistent with the concept of a minimal PVR at approximately FRC (54). Differ-
Table 2. A description and sensitivity analysis for model parameters in the supine posture at FRC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>+10%</th>
<th>−10%</th>
<th>+10%</th>
<th>−10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>Vessel compliance</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.49 × 10^{-13} Pa^{-1}</td>
<td>−6.6</td>
<td>+6.2</td>
<td>+3.3</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>Blood viscosity</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.36 × 10^{-13} Pa/s</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>−1.9</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρb</td>
<td>Blood density</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.05 × 10^{-6} kg/mm^3</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>+6.3</td>
<td>−7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_max</td>
<td>Pressure at which maximum vessel distension occurs</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32 cmH_2O</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_L</td>
<td>Left pulmonary artery diameter</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>14.80 mm</td>
<td>−7.3</td>
<td>+11.3</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>−1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_R</td>
<td>Right pulmonary vein diameter</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>12.97 mm</td>
<td>−13.6</td>
<td>+21.9</td>
<td>+2.3</td>
<td>−3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lcd</td>
<td>Strahler diameter ratio (arteries)</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>1.53 (no units)</td>
<td>+10.7</td>
<td>−22.5</td>
<td>−2.1</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lcv</td>
<td>Strahler diameter ratio (veins)</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>1.54 (no units)</td>
<td>+21.5</td>
<td>−14.7</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>+2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Cardiac output (CO)</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>5 l/min</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>+5.3</td>
<td>+1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAP</td>
<td>Left atrial pressure (LAP)</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>5 mmHg</td>
<td>−2.1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>+1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We show the effect of a 10% increase (+10%) or decrease (−10%) in each parameter on PVR and pulmonary perfusion gradients (per acinus). Changes in flow gradient are measured such that a positive change reflects an increase in the steepness of the gradient. A full description of parameters at the capillary level is given in Ref. 14. TLC: total lung capacity; MDCT: multidetector computed tomography.

Table 3. Model predictions of altered G and COV in the supine posture at FRC, illustrating the individual and compound effects of hydrostatic pressure and tissue deformation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per Voxel</th>
<th>Per Acinus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%Baseline G</td>
<td>%Baseline COV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) 0 G; no tissue deformation or hydrostatic effects</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Hydrostatic effects; no tissue deformation</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Tissue deformation; no hydrostatic effects</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model is solved in 1) zero gravity conditions (0 G), assuming a uniform expansion of the lung between FRC and TLC (no tissue deformation); 2) including the hydrostatic effects of gravity on blood, but with no tissue deformation; and 3) with no hydrostatic effects of gravity acting directly on the blood, but including the gravitational effects of tissue deformation. Results are shown as a percentage of baseline model predictions in the supine posture at FRC, as shown in Table 1.
per-acinus values do not require any estimates of the oscillation. The apparent reduction of COV at small voxel sizes could possibly be accounted for, in the experimental study, as a result of this oscillation, or by a loss of resolution in imaging at a small spatial scale. However, it is sufficiently significant in modeling results that further discussion is warranted here. An alternate explanation for this reduction in COV at very small voxel sizes is that, at this scale, spatial correlation in perfusion (that originates predominantly due to gravitational influences rather than fractal properties of the system) becomes apparent.

It is well known that there is a spatial correlation in pulmonary perfusion, high-flow regions are likely to be near other high-flow regions, and, despite considerable heterogeneity within isogravitational planes, perfusion in dependent lung regions is typically higher than that in nondependent regions (22). If flow is truly random or purely fractal, then COV will increase with resolution, when flow is uniform COV will remain constant with resolution, and, when flow is spatially correlated, it is possible for COV to decrease with resolution (although this depends very much on the nature and strength of the spatial correlation). In terms of model results, it seems that the influence of gravity and shared upstream vessels on perfusion distribution acts to provide sufficient spatial correlation between flows for this reduction in COV at a small spatial scale to become evident. Of course, if the spatial scale was further refined to the point that perfusion was approximately uniform within a voxel, then COV would tend to a constant as expected. This does not mean that the structure of the model (or the human lung) below this spatial scale is not pseudo-fractal, but that the large-scale negative correlation between flows at points in the lung that are far from each other dominates in model solutions. If smaller samples of lung tissue were considered, for example, a region of interest in dependent, nondependent, or midlung, COV can still increase with resolution. This effect is far more apparent than expected in model data analysis and debatable when considering the existing experimental data. This is perhaps because the model data are noiseless, because of model artifacts, or may be due to structural simplifications required below the level of the acinus to satisfy computational constraints (use of a symmetric model for the acinus). However, it highlights the importance of spatial scale and gravitational influences on interpretation of COV in both modeling and image analysis, and that all measures of heterogeneity in pulmonary perfusion are estimates that must be interpreted carefully.

**Perfusion gradients.** Published measurements of perfusion gradients have a large variation in their range of values. Measured flow gradients are influenced by several factors, including intersubject variability (i.e., tissue properties, vascular structure, cardiac output, and pressures applied by the heart), the level of lung inflation, posture, and methods of image processing and analysis applied within the study (i.e., image resolution, edge exclusion criteria, etc.). Flow gradients from selected experimental studies in human lungs at FRC range from $-2.1$ to $-11\%$/cm in the supine posture and $-1.1$ to $-5.2\%$/cm in the prone posture (3, 35, 45, 46, 48). Our predicted values are reasonable given the range of values found in the literature, that our results were obtained with voxel and lung slice sizes that are considerably smaller than many used in the experimental literature, and that the model is applied in a single subject. As with COVs, per-voxel perfusion gradients...
are scale dependent. For this subject, predicted perfusion gradients increase with voxel size up to a resolution of \(\sim 2.5\text{-cm}^3\) voxels. Then, above this limit, as resolution becomes coarser, perfusion gradients begin to decrease with voxel size.

Computational modeling of perfusion distribution allows analysis of smaller spatial scales than imaging techniques enable: perfusion can be studied on a per-acinus basis rather than by averaging over voxels. It is well known that image resolution (and so the size of voxels considered) has an effect on the results of experimental studies. This effect is clearly also evident in the model perfusion gradients and heterogeneity.

Figure 2B shows mean per-acinus flow rates in each posture. Density normalization was carried out in two ways: by dividing flow per voxel by the average \(p_t\) in that voxel (as predicted by our tissue mechanics model and validated against MDCT data), and by dividing flow per voxel by the number of acinar units in that voxel. Both methods improve agreement between the per-acinus and per-voxel cases in terms of predicted perfusion gradients, and, as voxel size decreases toward the size of an acinar unit, results begin to approach one another.

It is likely that, with development of model geometries representing normal subjects of various shapes and sizes, it will be possible to predict a range of values for predicted perfusion gradients that can be compared with literature values obtained using different classes of imaging techniques. Perfusion gradients were largest in the supine lung at FRC. There is a 14% decrease in the magnitude of the predicted perfusion gradient between the supine and prone postures; this compares to an \(\sim 26\%\) decrease (48) and a 14% decrease (46) observed previously in experimental studies. Perfusion gradients increased with lung deflation and decreased with lung inflation (with inflation from FRC to TLC the perfusion gradient, using 1-cm\(^3\) voxels, in the supine lung decreases by 25%), which is expected given the tendency toward more uniform distribution of lung \(p_t\) with inflation above FRC.

The influence of tissue deformation, vascular geometry, and hydrostatic effects. The advantage of this computational model over previous similar models is that it allows the relative influence of tissue deformation, vascular geometry, and the hydrostatic effects of gravity to be investigated within the full pulmonary circulation without the assumption of boundary conditions at the acinar level. Previous computational modeling of the relative influence of gravity and structure (9, 10, 13) considered perfusion in the arterial tree alone, with a linear (with respect to gravitational height) blood pressure distribution at the acinar level. This means that each acinus within a single isogravitational plane is assumed to have the same blood pressure. It was acknowledged in these studies that coupling isolated arterial and venous models with a model of capillary perfusion, and so a description of the relationship between Pa and blood pressure at the acinar level, would likely reveal a modified influence of gravity (10, 13). A major feature of pulmonary blood flow that is captured in this model (and not in previous models with a similar anatomically based structure) is a heterogeneous distribution of both absolute blood pressures at the acinar level and acinar driving pressures (Fig. 3). This distribution of pressures is influenced by tissue deformation, vascular geometry, and hydrostatic effects, making this complete circuit model a valuable tool in investigating the relative influence of each.

Postural differences: tissue deformation. The tissue mechanics model predicts a greater amount of tissue deformation in the supine posture than in the prone or upright postures, resulting in a larger perfusion gradient in the supine posture than in the other two postures (Table 1), which is consistent with experimental measurements (46, 48). Normalizing the flow values per voxel by the \(p_t\) in that voxel (all tissue, including blood as predicted by our tissue deformation model), or calculating flow on a per-acinus basis, provides flow per unit tissue and results in reduced perfusion gradients across all three postures. This normalization provides a correction for tissue deformation and results in flow gradients across the different lung volumes that are more comparable than flows per volume of tissue. This supports experimental studies that describe the lung tissue as acting as a Slinky that deforms under gravity (35, 48) and highlights the importance of normalizing perfusion by density.

If, in addition to density normalization, the region of reduced flow in dependent lung regions (zone 4) is omitted from calculations of perfusion gradients, it is clear that there is very little difference between gradients of perfusion between postures (Fig. 2B) in the model. This suggests that the orientation of the vascular structure with respect to gravity has little effect on perfusion gradients in the human lung (rather it affects perfusion heterogeneity) and that posture differences in perfusion gradients are largely due to tissue deformation. Importantly, even though postural differences can be accounted for by density normalization, a density normalized perfusion gradient is still evident.

The influence of vascular geometry (pathlength) on perfusion. Zone 4 is only predicted in theoretical models of pulmonary perfusion that include an asymmetric arterial structure, as all pathways to the acinus are the same in a symmetric structure. It has, therefore, been suggested that zone 4 occurs as a consequence of fluid dynamics in the precapillary lungs (11, 41, 57). The model predicts a reduction in flow in regions far from the feeding pulmonary arteries within isogravitational planes, and similarly zero-gravity simulations predict a region of reduced flow in regions far from the feeding pulmonary arteries in all directions, with reductions in mean flow of up to 20% in the basal region of the upright lung. Zero-gravity results are similar to those already presented in Burrowes et al. (9) (Fig. 3 in this paper), where perfusion was modeled in the arteries alone without tissue deformation. As the additional effect of tissue mechanics and “zonal” flow on solutions between models is not major in zero gravity results are not reproduced here. Our model also suggests that the pressure drop across an acinus is dependent on upstream resistance (Fig. 3). The reduction in flow in regions far from the feeding pulmonary arteries, together with the relationship between upstream resistance and acinar driving pressure, suggest that upstream resistance provides a significant contribution to pulmonary perfusion gradients.

The variation in pathlength and hence upstream resistance to the most dependent lung regions in prone, supine, and upright lungs is the likely contributing factor to the relative size of zone 4 in each posture, a finding that supports the recent experimental data of Hopkins et al. (34). In addition, the presence of reduced flow in distal arteries in zero gravity and within isogravitational planes suggests that long pathlengths in peripheral lung regions may also contribute to increase the magnitude of perfusion gradients. In addition, vascular geom-
Fung’s approach is based on a thorough fluid dynamic analysis, the capillary bed, which necessarily results in some loss in the mathematical simplification results in a model of averaged flow in a network of branching tubules (29). This geometric and mathematical simplification results in a model of averaged flow in the pulmonary microcirculation, as occurring between parallel plates, supported by posts of connective tissue, rather than representing the capillary bed as a network of branching tubules (29). This geometric and mathematical simplification results in a model of averaged flow in the capillary bed, which necessarily results in some loss in the detail of flow heterogeneity in the microcirculation. However, Fung’s approach is based on a thorough fluid dynamic analysis, and the model is in general agreement with experimental data for flow and resistance across the pulmonary capillary bed. Our model also assumes a symmetric acinar branching structure, which may underestimate perfusion heterogeneity within the acinus. However, this simplification is necessary to couple the computationally expensive models describing perfusion in anatomically realistic large arterial and venous vessels.

Our model assumes each acinus to consist of nine generations each of arterioles and venules. Although this is typical of an acinus in the human lung (30), it may result in an underestimation of perfusion heterogeneity. To test the effect of heterogeneity in acinar size, we repeated our simulations in the supine lung at FRC with a randomly allocated number of acinar blood vessel generations between 6 and 12. For each acinus, a pseudorandom number between 0 and 1 was generated from a uniform distribution. Then the range of numbers 0–1 was divided into 7 equal ranges (one for each generation between 6 and 12), and the number of acinar blood vessel generations was assigned based on the size of the generated pseudorandom number. This resulted in a change in PVR of just 0.16% and a slight increase in COV (36.2% on the per-acinus basis compared with 34.6%). This suggests that heterogeneity in (whole lung) perfusion is more greatly influenced by heterogeneity in the large blood vessel structure than the small-vessel structure, which goes some way toward justifying this modeling assumption.

A steady laminar blood flow is assumed in the lung, and possible additional energy dissipation at vessel bifurcations is not considered. Turbulent flow is unlikely to occur in any but the largest pulmonary blood vessels, as Reynolds numbers in these vessels are generally sufficiently small. This study focuses on the distribution of flow through the lung, and information gained from simplified flow equations is sufficient to provide important information regarding this distribution. Although some models of perfusion in the lung consider pulsatile flow (38, 61), most consider steady flow (6, 11, 42, 62), and this approach is considered to be appropriate in studies of PVR and perfusion distribution (15).

The modeling techniques described here allow subject-specific models to be developed to compare perfusion between subjects. However, data availability means that there are currently limitations to the extent that this can be achieved. Where subject-specific data are not available, for example, in defining unstressed vessel radii, previously published experimental data must be used in place of subject-specific data. The available morphometric data sets providing \( R_dS \) values and vessel radii are limited to a small number of subjects and do not necessarily correspond to the size, sex, or body composition of a particular subject. Some of these parameters are hence used as fit parameters in the model, with fitted values falling within measured ranges. In addition, some vessel orientations are based on airway rather than blood vessels (although the airway tree is segmented from the same subject, and, on the scale that this assumption was made, blood vessels follow airways closely). With advancements in imaging resolution and blood vessel segmentation providing more detailed subject-specific data in the future, the predictive power of this model and the potential for intersubject comparisons will presumably become greater. However, the detailed parameter sensitivity analysis given in Table 2 provides an indication of how deviations from assumed parameters affect perfusion measures.

**Model Limitations and Major Assumptions**

Fung’s sheet flow model relies on the geometric simplification that represents flow in the pulmonary microcirculation, as occurring between parallel plates, supported by posts of connective tissue, rather than representing the capillary bed as a network of branching tubules (29). This geometric and mathematical simplification results in a model of averaged flow in the capillary bed, which necessarily results in some loss in the detail of flow heterogeneity in the microcirculation. However, Fung’s approach is based on a thorough fluid dynamic analysis, and the model is in general agreement with experimental data for flow and resistance across the pulmonary capillary bed. Our model also assumes a symmetric acinar branching structure, which may underestimate perfusion heterogeneity within the acinus. However, this simplification is necessary to couple the computationally expensive models describing perfusion in anatomically realistic large arterial and venous vessels.

Our model assumes each acinus to consist of nine generations each of arterioles and venules. Although this is typical of an acinus in the human lung (30), it may result in an underestimation of perfusion heterogeneity. To test the effect of heterogeneity in acinar size, we repeated our simulations in the supine lung at FRC with a randomly allocated number of acinar blood vessel generations between 6 and 12. For each acinus, a pseudorandom number between 0 and 1 was generated from a uniform distribution. Then the range of numbers 0–1 was divided into 7 equal ranges (one for each generation between 6 and 12), and the number of acinar blood vessel generations was assigned based on the size of the generated pseudorandom number. This resulted in a change in PVR of just 0.16% and a slight increase in COV (36.2% on the per-acinus basis compared with 34.6%). This suggests that heterogeneity in (whole lung) perfusion is more greatly influenced by heterogeneity in the large blood vessel structure than the small-vessel structure, which goes some way toward justifying this modeling assumption.

A steady laminar blood flow is assumed in the lung, and possible additional energy dissipation at vessel bifurcations is not considered. Turbulent flow is unlikely to occur in any but the largest pulmonary blood vessels, as Reynolds numbers in these vessels are generally sufficiently small. This study focuses on the distribution of flow through the lung, and information gained from simplified flow equations is sufficient to provide important information regarding this distribution. Although some models of perfusion in the lung consider pulsatile flow (38, 61), most consider steady flow (6, 11, 42, 62), and this approach is considered to be appropriate in studies of PVR and perfusion distribution (15).

The modeling techniques described here allow subject-specific models to be developed to compare perfusion between subjects. However, data availability means that there are currently limitations to the extent that this can be achieved. Where subject-specific data are not available, for example, in defining unstressed vessel radii, previously published experimental data must be used in place of subject-specific data. The available morphometric data sets providing \( R_dS \) values and vessel radii are limited to a small number of subjects and do not necessarily correspond to the size, sex, or body composition of a particular subject. Some of these parameters are hence used as fit parameters in the model, with fitted values falling within measured ranges. In addition, some vessel orientations are based on airway rather than blood vessels (although the airway tree is segmented from the same subject, and, on the scale that this assumption was made, blood vessels follow airways closely). With advancements in imaging resolution and blood vessel segmentation providing more detailed subject-specific data in the future, the predictive power of this model and the potential for intersubject comparisons will presumably become greater. However, the detailed parameter sensitivity analysis given in Table 2 provides an indication of how deviations from assumed parameters affect perfusion measures.
We rely on supine CT data to construct model geometries and assume that tissue is uniformly distributed at TLC in the supine posture. Given that TLC volumes in the upright posture are generally larger than in the supine posture, this assumption may be inaccurate. However, without imaging available for the upright posture (where the lung tissue is theoretically most uniformly expanded), the assumption is necessary. In addition, the model does not include geometry changes due to movement of the chest wall, diaphragm, or heart with posture. Including these geometry changes may further improve the PVRs and perfusion gradients predicted in each posture. Some studies in humans and primates have suggested a larger perfusion gradient in the upright posture than in the supine or prone postures (1, 4, 23, 44, 58). Our model predicts the smallest gradient in the upright human due to a comparatively large zone 4 in this posture. When zone 4 regions are neglected (as is the case in several of these experimental studies), the gradients in each posture are similar, but the upright gradient is not largest. The reason for this discrepancy with experimental data is unclear, but may be due to the reliance on supine CT data to construct model geometries.

**Conclusion**

We have developed an integrated multiscale model that can reveal insights into the function of the pulmonary circulation that are difficult to attain experimentally or theoretically by studying only the isolated components of the system. The model supports previous experimental studies that demonstrate the importance of tissue deformation in establishing gravitational gradients of perfusion, and, in addition, it demonstrates that the hydrostatic pressure gradient makes a significant posture-independent contribution to the perfusion gradient. The present analysis shows that posture differences in perfusion gradients can be explained as a result of the combined effect of tissue deformation and the relative size of zone 4, which is a region of reduced flow in the most gravitationally dependent lung regions. The coupling of large- and small-scale models reveals significant variation in the microcirculatory driving pressure within isogravitational planes, which is a consequence of heterogeneous large-vessel resistance and is amplified by the complex balance of capillary pressures, distension, and flow, which arise from the traditional zonal model and its description of the link between these microcirculatory properties. An interesting point that merits further experimental and modeling study is the apparent oscillation of the COV (or RD coefficient) about its line of regression against voxel size that is perhaps indicative of spatial correlation in perfusion that is nonfractal in origin.

**APPENDIX**

**Per-voxel Analysis of Model Data Including All Vessels**

The per-voxel analysis presented in the main text of this paper includes summed flows in each voxel, but includes only acinar blood vessels. This analysis technique aims to mimic imaging measures using radiolabeled macroaggregates that become lodged in parenchymal tissue (46). Other imaging techniques, such as functional MRI (48), cannot distinguish between intra- and extra-acinar blood vessels. Therefore, a per-voxel analysis was carried out that included all blood vessels, except the largest central blood vessels.

For this analysis technique, the lung was divided into a number of equally sized cubes (or voxels). Defining the blood flow per vessel as the flow rate at each bifurcation point, flow to all vessels within each voxel was summed before calculation of gradients and COVs. Vessels were excluded from analysis if the flow rate in that vessel was more than four times the overall mean flow (the total flow through the lung divided by the number of blood vessels). Voxels were omitted from analysis if they lay on the surface of the lung and were only partially filled with lung tissue (edges were excluded). If a finite element representing an acinus lies on the boundary between voxels, it is assigned to only one of the voxels.

Gradients of blood flow with respect to gravitational height were calculated using a linear regression analysis and, in the case of 1-cm³ voxels, were found to be $-11.3\%$/cm ($R^2 = 0.42$), $-9.82\%$/cm ($R^2 = 0.34$), and $-5.20\%$/cm ($R^2 = 0.24$) in the supine, prone, and upright postures, respectively. These gradients differ only slightly from those given in Table 1 (column 4) that are calculated on a per-voxel basis but include only acinar blood vessels. The COVs (overall standard deviation divided by the mean flow per voxel) were calculated to be 66.6, 63.3, and 55.0% in the supine, prone, and upright postures, respectively. These COVs are slightly higher than those calculated on a per-voxel basis, but, with acini only included in analysis, are quite consistent with the results of that analysis technique.
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